


The Neo Sports Café puts Japanese 
craftsmanship to work and brings 
together the two main components 
one looks for in a bike – style and 
performance. Adding a modern twist 
to the retro café-racer style, the all 
new CB 300R is built to make the rider 
feel invincible.
 
Its bold new look contrasts brushed 
alloy radiator shrouds with 
a blacked-out engine and 
an underslung, upswept exhaust. 
The all-new steel tubular frame and 
stout-looking, 41mm upside down 
front forks, provide agile handling 
as well as character. And with a round 
headlight, taillight and indicators that 
are all LED, this bike is made to be 
seen and stand out everywhere.



Newly Designed Muffler
The newly designed exhaust based on the 
Neo Sports Café DNA is reproduced from 
Honda's top-class big bikes. The interior 
features a 2-room structure, providing powerful 
and aggressive engine sound, while increasing 
the efficiency of the acceleration response.

New Full LCD Multifunction Meter
Gear shift warning lights for when the engine 
speed reaches the specified range. 
And the Peak Hold function, which allows you 
to ride exactly how you wish.

Upside-Down Front Suspension and 
Hubless Floating Disc
The first of the large, 41mm silver front-back 
chokes, is the same size as Honda's big bikes. 
This provides excellent balance in all road 
conditions. Additionally, providing confidence 
in braking at any speed are 296mm disc brakes 
on the front of the radial mount, and 4 pot 
callipers.

Tapered Rubber-Mounted Handlebar
The 28.6 mm diameter handlebar in the middle 
area is designed to have a tapered shape for 
more secure and stable control.

Round-Shaped LED Headlight
Neo Sports Café round LED headlamp is built 
with unique lighting for every riding situation.

Monoshock with 7-Step Preload 
Adjustment
7-level Preload Adjustment rear shock 
absorbers support all riding conditions, whether 
riding in the city or touring.

Available in 2 colour variants - Candy Chromosphere Red and Matte Axis Grey Colour
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